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Thermodynamic databases are critical for modeling geochemical processes1

associated with aqueous species, redox, mineral, and gas solubility reactions.2

The earliest thermodynamic databases were published in the late 1960s and3

1970s (Robie and Waldbaum, 1968; Helgeson, 1969, 1978; Robie et al., 1979).4

The adequacy and accuracy of such thermodynamic databases directly af-5

fect the capability of geochemical models. Therefore, it is essential that the6

databases are continuously revised and maintained over time as more accu-7

rate or revised data become available. SUPCRT92 (Johnson et al., 1992)8

has served as the standard computational tool to achieve this task. It is9

a flexible program for calculating the standard thermodynamic properties10

of reactions among aqueous species, minerals, and gases at given tempera-11

ture (T ) and pressure (P ). However, difficulties emerge in using it to pro-12

duce thermodynamic databases for geochemical modeling programs such as13
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the Geochemist’s Workbench (GWB) (Bethke, 2006), EQ3/6 (Wolery et al.,14

1992), and TOUGHREACT (Xu et al., 2006). To generate the required15

databases for these programs using SUPCRT92, the conventional method is16

to first calculate all requisite data from SUPCRT92 via a user-interactive17

interface, then manually entering all data into the original database in the18

original format. This process is time-intensive and error-prone. To avoid19

these difficulties and facilitate efficient alteration and creation of geochemical20

thermodynamic databases, we have developed a software program, DBCre-21

ate, which rapidly (order of magnitude of minutes) produces geochemical22

databases at user-defined T and P . One example of the application of this23

program can be found in Tutolo et al. (in review). The DBCreate package,24

as well as the SUPCRTGRID (our modified version of SUPCRT92), can be25

found at http://z.umn.edu/dbcreate.26

DBCreate is an interactive FORTRAN90/95 program that consists of27

two functions, one which generates a series of SUPCRT92-formatted reac-28

tion (RXN) files, and the other which produces an objective database (the29

user-required database). The RXN files, which have a rxn file-name exten-30

sion, contain reactions from the source database (e.g., data0.dat formatted31

for TOUGHREACT and EQ3/6 or thermo.com formatted for GWB). The32

objective database contains newly calculated equilibrium constants from a33

series of SUPCRT92-formatted plot (PLT) files, 8-point P/T grids from a34

SUPCRT92-formatted CON file, and the standard thermodynamic data at35

25◦C and 1 bar from a SUPCRT92-formatted direct-access thermodynamic36

database (here and after, DPRONS.DAT). The flow of information between37

DBCreate and SUPCRT92 is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. In order to38
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accelerate the process, we developed SUPCRTGRID, which is an automated,39

rapid-input/output revision of SUPCRT92, suited for DBCreate. The generic40

descriptions of CON, RXN, PLT files, and DPRONS.DAT can be found in41

Johnson et al. (1992).42

The core of DBCreate contains four subprogram units: i) A reading mod-43

ule that reads aqueous species, minerals, and gases reactions from the source44

database and writes these reactions into the file species.txt which labels each45

reaction with a descriptive title, the species stoichiometry, and the species46

name; ii) A RXN-maker module that reads reactions from species.txt and only47

assembles those reactions, which exist in the user-defined DPRONS.DAT48

file, into a series of RXN files in SUPCRT92 format (an auxiliary file spxNot-49

Found.txt is created at the same time to record those reactions which contain50

species that cannot be found in DPRONS.DAT); iii) A grid module that reads51

the equilibrium constants from all of the kxy files, and places these aggre-52

gate data into grid format in the file logK.grid; the values of the equilibrium53

constants are set as 500.0000 for those reactions which are beyond the P/T54

applicability range of SUPCRT92, and they are recorded in the file logK.bynd;55

and iv) A writing module that produces the objective database which con-56

tains the 8-point P/T grid from the CON file, all of the equilibrium constants57

from logK.grid, the standard thermodynamic data from DPRONS.DAT, and58

their references.59

We generate a series of RXN files because SUPCRT92 only accepts a max-60

imum of 50 reactions in a single RXN file. DBCreate monitors the number61

of reactions in each RXN file to assure that it does not exceed 50. Currently,62

DBCreate only supports Type-D CON file (see Johnson et al. (1992)). How-63
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ever, it is easy to extend the code to include other types of CON files. The64

user can also produce an objective database using DBCreate without a CON65

file if the classical EQ3/6 8-point P/T grid is used: 0.01, 25, and 60◦C at66

1.01322 bars and 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300◦C along the H2O vaporization67

curve. If this is the case, the option of “T-P-D grid & option switches” in the68

kxy files will be automatically specified as “file not saved” by SUPCRT92.69

Once DBCreate identifies this keyword, it will insert this 8-point P/T grid70

into the objective database by itself.71

DBCreate is designed to keep interactive sessions to a minimum. Warn-72

ings, suggestions, and progress information are provided on the screen where73

appropriate. In the following listing, to extract RXN files for SUPCRT92, fol-74

low the sequence of square-bracketed prompts marked by an E superscript.75

To produce an objective thermodynamic database, follow the sequence of76

prompts marked by a G superscript.77

[1.0]E,G Choose one of the above applications (1 or 2).78

Respond as indicated with ‘1’ or ‘2’. Specifying ‘1’ indicates that RXN79

files are to be extracted from an existing thermodynamic database (proceed80

to [2.0]); Specifying ‘2’ indicates that a new thermodynamic database is to81

be produced based on kxy files (proceed to [2.0]).82

[2.0]E,G Choose one of the above databases (1 or 2).83

Respond as indicated with ‘1’ or ‘2’. Specifying ‘1’ indicates that the84

following operations are to be performed on a thermodynamic database in85

EQ3/6 format (proceed to [2.1]); Specifying ‘2’ indicates that the following86

operations are to be performed on a thermodynamic database in GWB format87

(proceed to [3.0]).88
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[2.1]E Specify file name of source thermodynamic database:89

Enter the appropriate file name of the EQ3/6- or GWB-formatted source90

database. If the specified file does not exist in the current folder, “The file91

does not exist! Try again...” will appear and query [2.1] will be repeated;92

otherwise, the extraction process will start; proceed to [2.2].93

[2.2]E Specify direct-access thermodynamic database:94

Enter the appropriate file name of the direct-access database. If the95

specified database exists and is in the required format, the extraction will96

proceed to completion and the list of the output RXN files will be printed97

on the sreen. If the database exists but is in an inappropriate format, the98

program will terminate abnormally. If the database does not exist, query [2.2]99

will be repeated, and “The specified direct access thermodynamic database100

<filename> does not exist. Try again...” will appear.101

[3.0]G Enter file name of the source thermodynamic database on which102

the reactions are based:103

Respond as indicated. If the specified file exists, proceed to [3.1]; other-104

wise, “The file does not exist! Try again...” will appear and query [3.0] will105

be repeated.106

[3.1]G Enter file name for the objective thermodynamic database:107

Respond as indicated. Before the program proceeds to transfer equilib-108

rium constants from all of the kxy files to a logK.grid file, it will first check109

the existence of the reqiured CON file and the direct-access thermodynamic110

database, as well as the matches of option switches among kxy files and the111

CON file. If the required checks go well, the execution will complete; oth-112

erwise, follow the given instructions to correct the errors, e.g., the lack of113
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required files and/or inconsistency of option switches among kxy files and114

the CON file.115

There are two minor issues with the DBCreate package: a) using the sys-116

tem function which is system-dependent and environment-dependent to re-117

name/delete a file or perform a directory listing; and b) leaving users to fulfill118

the references copying from the corresponding sequential-access version of the119

direct-access database to the newly produced objective database. The for-120

mer issue can be resolved by passing the appropriate command to the system121

function according to the operating system. The latter issue is a result of ac-122

cepting the direct-access file DPRONS.DAT option in SUPCRT92. Nonethe-123

less, the DBCreate package itself facilitates the production of pressure-,124

temperature-, and problem-specific geochemical thermodynamic databases125

in a convenient and fast way while it minimize the possibility of introducing126

typo errors. It should be noted that producing an objective thermodynamic127

database at user-defined P/T without DBCreate is labor-intensive, time-128

consuming, and tedious.129
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Figure 1: Schematic dataflow through the DBCreate software package. DBCreate extracts

reactions from the source databases and assembles them into a series of RXN files. The

RXN files, as well as user-defined CON and DPRONS.DAT files (indicated by dotted

boxes), are input files for SUPCRTGRID. DBCreate takes all of the kxy files (PLT files

from SUPCRTGRID outputs), together with the CON and DPRONS.DAT files to produce

objective databases. Follow dashed arrows to generate RXN files, and solid arrows to

produce the objective database.
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